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Dear All, 

 

Our choice for October was an unusual one at first sight- why would we want to read about salmon fishing in 

the Yemen? Paul Torday's first novel uses this extraordinary concept as a satire on the contemporary British 

political scene. Very funny at times but chilling.  

 

Synopsis 

 

Dr. Alfred Jones is a henpecked, slightly pompous middle-aged scientist at the National Centre for Fisheries 

Excellence in London when he is approached by a mysterious sheikh about an outlandish plan to introduce the 

sport of salmon fishing into the Yemen. Dr. Jones refuses, but the project, however scientifically absurd, 

catches the eye of British politicians, who pressure him to work on it. His diaries of the Yemen Salmon Project, 

from beginning to glorious, tragic end, form the narrative backbone of this novel; interspersed throughout are 

government memos, e-mails, letters, and interview transcripts that capture the bureaucratic absurdity of the 

situation..  

 

With a wickedly wonderful cast of characters-including a weasel-like spin doctor, a missing soldier and his 

intrepid but long suffering fiancée, and Dr. Jones's own indifferent wife-Salmon Fishing in the Yemen is the 

whimsical story of an unlikely hero who discovers true love, finds himself first a pawn and then a victim of 

political spin, and learns to believe in the impossible. 

 

I had some concerns that some of the humour would be lost to members of the group who were unfamiliar with 

characters like Alistair Campbell , Tony Blair's director of communications for many years. But I needn't have 

worried. Nearly everyone had been amused by the novel. But as always we shared our reservations and not all 

of our comments were complimentary. 

 

Our Views 

 

"It was quite funny- but the emails were unconvincing- to me they seemed too personal." 

 

"For me, it was mostly very interesting but I got bored with the fishing details." 

 

" I didn't like the structure apart from the diary entries- these revealed more about the characters." 

 

" I liked the structure- it was very fast paced and an entertaining read. The Peter Maxwell ( Alistair Campbell ) 

figure seemed too ridiculous and stupid- over the top. His name appeared to be a combination of Peter 

Mandelson (one of the instigators of New Labour) and Robert Maxwell- the media magnate." 

 

" The Prime Minister is called Jay Vent- maybe an implication that Tony Blair is full of hot air?" 

 

" I laughed out loud at the reason for the failed assassination attempt on the Sheik- the Arab had tried to 

disguise himself by wearing a kilt and he had chosen the wrong family tartan!" 

 

" I missed any depth - the characters semed too superficial- just being a satire was not enough for me." 

 

"I didn't feel that Paul Torday quite pulled it off. He was obviously focusing on the pre Iraq  justification for 

war. But the journalistic details were inaccurate- the intelligence briefings were unrealistic-" 

 

"The project itself was bizarre and imaginative but the characters were exaggerated and became cliched." 

 



"I liked the structure very much- the emails gave an insight into each character's personality- in a way that 

isn't usually possible in a novel.The very formal style that Fred's wife uses, even when writing to him, speaks 

volumes about their marriage." 

 

" I was fascinated to find out how the project would turn out- would the salmon ever flourish in the Yemen? It 

was refreshing -different- and surprisingly exciting." 

 

"What is it about fishing that is so appealing?" 

 

"My father was a very short tempered man but he would change  completely when he was fishing- it had a 

very calming effect on him." 

 

" Men love to be together mostly in silence- occasionally coming out with profound thoughts." 

 

"Fishing is becoming very popular again in Germany- especially amongst young boys of eleven or twelve years 

old." 

 

" I was amused when Peter Maxwell realised the voting potential of  fishermen it is  the most popular 

pastime in Britain- with over four million fishing regularly." 

 

"The Sheik hoped to bring his people together- calming tribal differences. He had a mysical belief in the value 

of fishing." 

 

" The many different types of text gave different perspectives- personally, politically, socially." 

 

" I was reminded of a fairy story or fable. The characters were deliberately stereotypical." 

 

" It was like eating a stew- with some hard bits to digest- and with a mixture of tastes." 

 

" My favourite part was the TV programme- it was very humorous." 

 

" I hated the structure- I enjoy novels written in letter-form but this mixture of emails. government texts and 

memos, just didnt work for me." 

 

" I was very curious to find out how it would end- and the ending was very shocking but simultaneously very 

funny." 

 

"The tranquility of the river in Scotland and the sense of peace was very appealing." 

 

" I really liked it. it was fun and entertaining. I'm a nosy person and love to read other people's emails! The 

sections where people are interrogated were not so successful- the novel changed gears in those parts- and we 

were given too much detail." 

 

" I thought it was a brilliant piece of  satire- when the bereaved relatives are connected to India- desperate for 

news of their loved ones. " 

 

"I felt that Alfred Jones had been inspired by David Kelly, the weapons inspector, who it is claimed, took his 

own life. David Kelly had exposed as false the  claim that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction 

that could be  used against Britain in forty five minutes. He was hounded and discredited. A very private 

person like Alfred Jones- and also a government scientist." 

 

" The desperate desire for a good photo opportunity  for the prime minister to be seen catching a fish in the 



Yemen reminded me of Putin-being caught on camera with president Bush- being the only one to catch a fish!" 

 

" The way in which the photo opportunity backfired was tragic but also very funny." 

 

" The Sheikh  symbolised the transcendental power of a believer and  the nature of the Middle East . The 

secular nature of  the West was contrasted by showing the new Sunday habit of worshipping shopping 

centres." 

 

" the flash flood that killed the prime minister and the sheik reminded us of the power of nature." 

 

" Alfred Jones' marriage was so sterile and a force of habit. He had also been persuaded to marry Mary- he had 

never been in love with her. He begins to fall in love with enigmatic Harriet- appreciating her femininity- her 

delicate perfume and her elegant manner. Mary seemed very masculine in comparison- never using perfume 

and  deliberately wearing  brown trouser suits. A predictable ending  would have been for Harriet and Fred 

to drift off together into the sunset. I admired that Torday didn't do this." 

 

" Did Harriet really come to Alfred in the night or did he only dream that she had?" 

 

" I'm sure that Harriet had slept with him." 

 

" Maybe their lovemaking was transcendental!" 

 

" Alfred receives no acclaim for the success of the project- salmon survive in the Yemen- but he finds meaning 

in his life- away from Whitehall. Choosing to live a calmer life. Surprisingly his marriage to Mary continues on 

a part time basis but he seems much more contented. He also senses that he can hear the Sheik 

communicating with him." 

 

" A modern moral fable told with humour and sensitivity." 

 

The Sheik's vision: 

 

 It would be a miracle of God if it happened. I know it... If God wills it, the summer rains will fill the wadis... 

and the salmon will run the river. And then my countrymen... all classes and manner of men--will stand side by 

side and fish for the salmon. And their natures, too, will be changed. They will feel the enchantment of this 

silver fish... and then when talk turns to what this tribe said or that tribe did... then someone will say, "Let us 

arise, and go fishing."  

 

 "Without faith, there is no hope. Without faith, there is no love."  

 

 In the end Alfred  says  "I believe in it, because it is impossible."  

 

A worthy note to end our discussion and an inspiring one- may we all achieve our own "salmon fishing" aims in 

life!! 

 

All the best and good reading!! 

 

Jan 

 

 

 

 

 


